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XL is now part of the AXA family. With greater strength than ever before behind us, our environmental team provides integrated insurance solutions for the liquid recycling industry that include

- Property & Casualty coverage
- Pollution coverage, tailored to customer needs
- Specialized risk consulting and claims management services

Contact
Matt Gartner
VP, Environmental P&C
610 968 9244
matthew.gartner@axaxl.com

Highest customer satisfaction among large commercial insurers, three years in a row
Disruption

In the 1997 book by Clayton Christiansen, *The Innovator's Dilemma*, he introduced “disruptive innovation” as a business concept. Since that time, disruption has become a trendy business term.

NORA, its members and partner trade groups have been working together to assist the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) regarding their upcoming report to Congress that will contain a coordinated Federal strategy to increase the beneficial reuse of used lubricating oil. This report will update the previous 2006 DOE report on used oil.

In our preparation for the DOE stakeholder meeting, it has become clear that since 2006, there have been major market disruptions that have greatly impacted the used oil market. The original 2006 DOE study could not have accurately anticipated the impact of the Natural Gas Disruption nor the current IMO 2020 Disruption that we are monitoring closely.

Natural Gas Disruption

Until 2009, natural gas and crude oil prices trended together. However, the shale-gas industry grew significantly from 2005-2010. Since 2009, the abundance of natural gas has led to lower prices which caused the asphalt industry's used oil demand to decline by approximately 50%. This disruption was a major factor that spurred used oil collection companies to more than double the used oil industry's advanced processing capacity.

IMO 2020 Disruption

Heading into January 2020, NORA and its members continue to monitor the ripple effect that IMO 2020 will have on the market for used oil. It is expected that IMO 2020 will affect every fuel and base oil market worldwide. This disruptive force is explored in an article on page 18 and will be discussed in detail at the 2019 NORA Conference.

Future Disruptions

What will be the next major disruption in the liquid recycling market? We all probably have educated guesses, but I predict that it is something we cannot accurately imagine at this time.

As NORA continues to prepare to work with DOE, one guiding principle is clear: Regardless of whatever the next disruption is, healthy and diverse markets for used oil derived products is in the best interest of this nation and our environment. This will assist NORA Members to effectively and responsibly recycle used oil and related materials.
Welcome to NORA’s newest members

Know someone who should be a NORA member? Contact Brittanne Gasser at marketing@noranews.org or 703-753-4277 and if they join you get a $100 Amazon Gift Card.

**Apollos Water**
Battle Ground, Indiana
765-278-5574

**Clark Reliance Purity Products Group**
Cambridge, Ontario Canada
519-651-1034 x238

**Clean Green**
Durham, North Carolina
919-596-3500

**Imperial Industries Inc.**
Rothschild, Wisconsin
800-558-2945

**Jaxon Filtration**
Franklin, Georgia
706-675-3996

**Masafi Company Ltd**
Accra, Gana
233 248599991

**WasteBits**
Akron, Ohio
330-842-6799

**WC Leasing**
Richland, Mississippi
601-414-2030
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**ILMA Annual Meeting**
Colorado Springs, Colorado
September 21-24, 2019

**NORA Conference & Trade Show**
Naples, Florida
November 13-16, 2019

**2020**

**NAPA Annual Meeting**
Maui, Hawaii
February 2-5, 2020

**NORA Winter Meeting & EH&S Forum**
Dallas, Texas
February 25-27, 2020

**TCEQ Environmental Trade Fair and Conference**
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
Austin, Texas
May 12-13, 2020

**NORA Mid-Year Meeting**
Chicago, Illinois
June 17-19, 2020

Making the grade with Air Products’ hydrotreatment lab

Establish a viable Group III process from used oil or optimize your current Group II or II+ process

Let Air Products help optimize your hydrotreatment process for complex used oil products. Running your product through our state-of-the-art Hydrogen Reactions lab can help you to:

- Improve product quality
- Optimize hydrotreatment severity
- Optimize hydrogen to oil ratios
- Compare catalyst performance
- Understand/solve issues from impurities

Put Air Products’ decades of experience with hydrogen generation, production, application technology, and reliable supply to work for you. Schedule a trial today!

1-800-654-4567 (press 3 and mention code 9423)

© Air Products and Chemicals, Inc., 2018 (41937)
Fountain Industries is a leading US based manufacturer and marketer of parts washing equipment serving the automotive repair and industrial sectors. Our solvent-based and environmentally-sensitive water-based parts cleaning products are sold through distributors and cleaning service companies worldwide and is the largest manufacturer of branded and private labeled parts washers and specialty products.

We take pride in being an industry leader in both design and depth of product offerings. Fountain provides complete product coverage in aqueous and solvent based equipment and accessories for the cleaning needs ranging from DIV through professional users.

**THE NEW GENERATION OF BIOLOGICAL PARTS WASHER**

*Cleaning without solvent!*  ✓ **CLEANING PERFORMANCE**  ✓ **EASY TO USE**  ✓ **OPERATORS’ HEALTH**

**HOW DOES IT WORK?**

1. **BIOLOGICAL PARTS WASHER**
   - The parts washer keeps the bath warm at 38°C, it is equipped with several cleaning possibilities, a filtration system, oxygenation and a lid to avoid evaporation.

2. **BLUE LIQUID**
   - Aqueous based cleaning solution composed of specific surfactants, non-toxic and non-flammable.

3. **BLUE TABS**
   - Concentrate of microorganisms which continuously purify the cleaning bath.

**THE BENEFITS OF ECOMASTER**

- **OPERATORS’ HEALTH**
  - Solvent Free - Optimal Health & Safety conditions, non-flammable.
- **PERFORMANCE**
  - Superior finish quality compared with solvent.
  - Unstick dirt & residues.
- **SAVINGS**
  - No frequent bath draining and minimized maintenance and disposal costs.
- **ENVIRONMENT**
  - Minimize waste compared with solvent.

**PACK SUNSET**
- 1 parts washer premium
- 5 cans of Blue Liquid SRBLPE
- 5 gallons SRBT
- 1 box of 4 Blue Tablet SRBT

**USER-FRIENDLY**

**BRUSH, SPIGOT, SOAKING**

**ERGONOMIC CONTROL BOX**

**REUSABLE FILTER**

**WATCH THE VIDEO**
http://instr.xyz/u/ecomaster-partswasher

**Fountain Industries**

**Bio Degradation**  **Oxygenation**  **Immersion**  **Eco Mode**  **Boost Mode**  **Easy Maintenance**

Fountain Industries LLC
221 Innovation Drive | Fridley, Minnesota USA 55432
Local Phone: 1-952-373-3000 / www.fountainindustries.com
Valicor Acquires River Green
NORA member Valicor Environmental Services (“Valicor”) has expanded its network of wastewater processing facilities through the acquisition of River Green which operates a centralized wastewater treatment facility located in Louisville, KY.

James Devlin, Valicor’s Chief Executive Officer, commented, “We are extremely excited to add to Valicor’s leading network in Kentucky. Valicor continues to expand into additional geographies in order to better serve both new and existing customers. River Green Services will play a critical role in building out our offerings of wastewater and other environmental solutions and we could not be more pleased about this addition to the Valicor platform.”

Including the River Green acquisition, Valicor has increased its number of centralized wastewater treatment plants from five to twelve in twenty-four months.

Intergulf Joins STC Industrial to Form CIRCON Environmental
NORA member Intergulf Corporation and STC Industrial have joined forces to form CIRCON Environmental providing a complete range of liquids and solids waste management and product recovery services for the petroleum and petrochemical industries. Intergulf Corporation and STC Industrial are both portfolio companies of Kinderhook Industries, LLC.

For three decades, Intergulf Corporation has been a Texas-based industrial liquids management business serving generators of both hazardous and non-hazardous liquid waste and co-product streams. STC Industrial, headquartered in South Carolina, has a long history of successfully introducing proprietary waste extraction technology and creating innovative technologies to remove and transport liquid and solid residual waste from petroleum and petrochemical storage tanks.

The STC-Intergulf merger will result in a broader range of services, a greater capacity to apply high-tech and novel processes, a geographic reach into all major U.S. refining centers. Frank Lezzi, the current CEO of STC Industrial has been named Chief Executive Officer of CIRCON Environmental. Brandon Velek, long-time CEO of Intergulf, assumes the role of Board Chairman.

Origin International Acquires AQ Group BVBA Assets
NORA Member Origin International Inc (“Origin”) has completed the acquisition of the assets of AQ Group BVBA (“AQ”), a full-service provider of mobile degassing, flaring, scrubber and filtering services for rail, truck, vessels and tanks.

This represents Origin’s third strategic acquisition. In addition to the assets of AQ, Origin owns and operates a nearly 50-acre liquid bulk storage terminal in Baltimore, Maryland with rail, truck, vessel loading and unloading infrastructure, and two of the largest used motor oil and lubricant collection businesses in the Mid-Atlantic and U.S. Gulf Coast regions.

“We believe AQ will significantly expand Origin’s suite of product and service offerings as we expand our global environmental services footprint while providing a solid base of cash flow. AQ also diversifies the means by which Origin can recover hydrocarbons,” said Nicholas Myerson, CEO of Origin.

Group III Base Oil – API Certification Achieved
NORA member, Gen III Oil Corp. (“Gen III”) recently announced it has achieved API certification and licensing for its Group III based SAE Viscosity Grade 5W-30 formulation. Gen III may now utilize the Resource Conserving, SN Plus and ILSAC GF-5 designations on its ReGen III product.

At this time, Gen III believes it is one of only three companies certified by API for a re-refined base oil.

Gen III management believes these recent developments will
significantly enhance the value of the Company’s offtake from the perspective of potential institutional investors.

Gen III also re-confirms the due diligence process is ongoing with several large institutional parties in connection with project finance.

Changes to Hours of Service Proposed
The U.S. Department of Transportation’s Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration recently published a notice of proposed rulemaking on changes to hours of service for commercial motor vehicle drivers.

Based on the detailed public comments, FMCSA’s proposed rule on hours of service offers five key revisions to the existing HOS rules:

- The Agency proposes to increase safety and flexibility for the 30 minute break rule by tying the break requirement to eight hours of driving time without an interruption for at least 30 minutes, and allowing the break to be satisfied by a driver using on duty, not driving status, rather than off duty.
- The Agency proposes to modify the sleeper-berth exception to allow drivers to split their required 10 hours off duty into two periods: one period of at least seven consecutive hours in the sleeper berth and the other period of not less than two consecutive hours, either off duty or in the sleeper berth. Neither period would count against the driver’s 14-hour driving window.
- The Agency proposes to allow one off-duty break of at least 30 minutes, but not more than three hours, that would pause a truck driver’s 14-hour driving window, provided the driver takes 10 consecutive hours off-duty at the end of the work shift.
- The Agency proposes to modify the adverse driving conditions exception by extending by two hours the maximum window during which driving is permitted.
- The Agency proposes a change to the short-haul exception available to certain commercial drivers by lengthening the drivers’ maximum on-duty period from 12 to 14 hours and extending the distance limit within which the driver may operate from 100 air miles to 150 air miles.

NORA members may submit comments by October 7, 2019. Go to http://www.regulations.gov, put the docket number, FMCSA-2018-0248, in the keyword box, and click “Search.”

Pritzker Private Capital Acquires Valicor
Pritzker Private Capital recently announced that it has signed a definitive agreement to acquire NORA member Valicor Environmental Services (“Valicor”), a provider of non-hazardous wastewater treatment services in North America. Pritzker Private Capital is investing alongside Valicor’s management team, who will continue to lead the business.

Ryan Roberts, Pritzker Private Capital Investment Partner, commented, “Valicor is a leader in non-hazardous wastewater treatment and has multiple avenues for growth, including organic initiatives and accretive acquisitions. We are delighted to partner with James Devlin, CEO, and his team for the next chapter of Valicor’s growth. We believe Valicor represents an exceptional platform for us to continue our investment in the industrial services sector.”

“We are committed to providing our customers with the highest quality of service,” said James Devlin, Valicor CEO. “We are thrilled to partner with Pritzker Private Capital, a firm that brings a philosophy of building great companies for the long term, to help us continue expanding our services and footprint to better serve our customers.”

ORG Chem Group, LLC Announces Thomas E. Waldman as President
NORA member, ORG Chem Group, LLC, a leading provider of custom chemical processing services and specialty chemical products, today announced that Thomas (Tom) E. Waldman Ph.D. has been named President. Mr. Waldman’s employment with ORG Chem Group commenced late July.

Mr. Waldman has more than two decades of senior management experience, including more than four years serving as President of PennAKem in Memphis, TN, where he led successful efforts to drive growth and operational excellence. Prior to that, Mr. Waldman served in numerous roles at Stepan, a large multi-national specialty chemical company based in Chicago as well as Carbogen-AMCIS, a Swiss pharmaceutical company. Mr. Waldman began his career at Monsanto in St. Louis, MO.

“We are excited to have Tom join the Chem Group team,” said Jon Gormin, Managing Director at Owner Resource Group. “Tom’s track record of success and collaborative leadership style make him an outstanding fit for all of the Company’s stakeholders.”
Implementing Best Practices EHS Committee Meetings

“Without organizational alignment, management visibility and clear priorities, a company can never fully achieve EHS excellence.”

By Chip Duffie

Balancing environmental, health and safety (EHS) compliance with trying to maximize productivity and revenue generation is a constant challenge for NORA members. Companies of all size struggle with how to operate within everchanging regulations while staying in business in a hyper competitive market. Many companies fail to integrate consistent EHS practices into their operations and as a result, often find themselves scrambling to comply with an agency request, customer RFP or even a plaintiff’s demand. One very simple, yet extremely effective, practice that many companies struggle with is creating an effective safety committee.

While policies, procedures, training, inspection records, and company guidance are the foundation of an effective EHS program, companies cannot drive sustained EHS improvement without organizational alignment, management visibility and clear priorities. The proven way to achieve these things is through an executive level (and executive led) EHS or safety committee. Simply put, if it important enough for the president of the company to lead a routine discussion focusing specifically on program performance, then it will become a priority for the company. Here are a few things to consider:
Don’t Marginalize the Committee
I have seen many companies create an EHS committee and then over time relegate responsibility to lower level employees. As this happens, executive management gets less visibility, operations and expectations get misaligned, and cultural perceptions of management’s commitment turn negative. This result is all too common and is totally avoidable. My advice to executive management - make it a priority and take 30 minutes to an hour every month to focus on program progress, holding each other accountable and reconfirming leadership’s commitment. Imagine being in a deposition after a serious accident and having to testify that you did not participate in the safety committee meetings because they are handled by the EHS manager. Instead, make this committee an important part of how the business is run and you will empower your EHS team drive positive performance.

Look Beyond Past Performance
If your committee is only looking at past performance, like recent injuries, then you are missing a huge opportunity. Understanding the root cause of injuries is critical, but so is driving completion of corrective action and holding people accountable. Do you know the percentage of your employees that are behind on their training? Are you reviewing near misses and ensuring those situations are avoided in the future? Have you solicited feedback from your line employees about how they can do their job better and safer? These are basic questions a safety committee should address and will help you look forward, not just always in the rear-view mirror.

Recognize it is Effectively a Capital Budget Meeting
A well run EHS or Safety committee always comes across issues that will cost money, such as replacing pumps, fork trucks, and other equipment. When viewed through the lens of compliance and safety, these expenses are harder to defer. I recommend companies keep formal minutes and review the prior monthly minutes every meeting. This avoids the classic “corporate amnesia” that often occurs when it comes to spending limited resources. Take the example of the old, failing fork truck. For months it has been reported that the wheels were bad or that the mast was barely operational. However, it never gets fixed or replaced, and maintenance somehow keeps it limping along. But when an executive committee can see that this aging piece of equipment is at the root cause of spills or injuries that are actually costing the company money and causing compliance problems, then it is much easier to prioritize the repair or replacement of that equipment.

Companies that have an organized and routine EHS or safety committee meetings have more consistent compliance, fewer surprises and significantly reduce their risk. Without organizational alignment, management visibility and clear priorities, a company can never fully achieve EHS excellence. An effective committee can help make this happen and any size company can implement this practice to drive value directly to the bottom line.

Chip Duffie is the President and Founder of EHS Momentum, LLC, a full service EHS consulting and software firm that focuses on empowering small and mid-sized business to implement EHS management systems. Prior to founding EHS Momentum, Chip was Sr. Counsel in the Dallas, TX office of Clark Hill Strasburger where he was a member of the Environmental and Regulatory Team. Chip also served as Chief Compliance Officer for Safety-Kleen and then as SVP, Compliance for Clean Harbors.

cduffie@ehsmomentum.com
(469) 999-2500
From June 12-14, 2019 over 140 industry leaders came together in Denver, Colorado for networking opportunities, business development and updates on the used oil market.

Prior to the meeting starting, a group of NORA members attended a Colorado Rockies/Chicago Cubs game. Much to the delight of the many NORA Cubs fans, Chicago easily won by a score of 10-1. The baseball event was sponsored by Trihydro.

During this event, NORA committees and working groups met to discuss the industry challenges and opportunities facing members. Attendees heard presentation on:

- IMO 2020: Latest Disruption Analysis
- PFAS Origins: Threats and Future Opportunities for NORA Members
- Millennials: How to Attract and Retain Future Talent

Committee meetings were held for the Advanced Processors Council, Antifreeze Working Group, Wastewater Working Group, Conference Committee, Membership/Marketing Committee, EH&S Committee, Used Oil Recycling Council and the Government Affairs Committee.

The meeting minutes, photos, and other related materials are available for members to view and download by visiting the Past Events page at: www.noranews.org/pastevents
LIQUID RECYCLING
2019 NORA Mid-Year Meeting Wrap Up
IMO 2020: Latest UMO Disruption Analysis

As the march to January 1, 2020 continues, all NORA members continue to monitor the timing and magnitude of the IMO 2020 impact on the used motor oil market. The new marine fuel requirement has been described as a once in a generation market disruption. 20 billion gallons per year are forecasted to move from HSFO to VLSFO. This session informed NORA members across the spectrum of the most recent market information and provided an updated forecast for the second half of 2019.
Should we be concerned about perfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS)? In May 2016, the U.S. EPA released Health Advisory levels of 70 parts per trillion for two PFAS compounds, PFOA and PFOS. Since that time, the level of public concern related to PFAS has exploded, with headlines occurring weekly related to potential drinking water contamination with PFAS. The unique chemical properties of PFAS present unique challenges in terms of sample collection, analytical methods, remediation, and fate-and-transport. Furthermore, regulatory status for PFAS presents another area of uncertainty, with significant variability in cleanup standards among the states. This presentation addressed these PFAS challenges, and included a discussion of what sets PFAS apart from more familiar environmental contaminants.

**PFAS Origins, Threats & Future Opportunities for NORA Members**

**Millennials: How to Attract and Retain Future Talent**

With unemployment at historic lows, NORA members struggle to attract and retain younger workers. From drivers to facility staff, current workers are retiring at an accelerated rate. The Millennial generation represents the greatest pool of new talent to fill these positions, yet few Millennials are interested in these types of careers. This talk discussed why Millennials are not interested in manufacturing and what is needed to draw and retain this great talent group to help companies continue to achieve long term success.
The global sulfur cap of 0.5% on high seas marine fuels (IMO 2020) will take effect on January 1, 2020, just 4.5 months away, and will apply to all vessels without Exhaust Gas Cleaning Systems (aka scrubbers). Some clear trends resulting from IMO 2020 are emerging, but many major uncertainties still remain unresolved.

High Sulfur Fuel Oil (HSFO) Market Shift
The shift away from HSFO has already started and HSFO’s price versus WTI recently dropped by approximately 23%, breaking its highly unusual near parity trading relationship to WTI in the first half of 2019. Looking ahead, futures markets indicate a further 16% HSFO price decline versus crude oil (WTI) in January 2020, although futures markets can be inaccurate predictors of future physical prices. Futures market prices are driven by the current long/short positions of hedgers and speculators whereas actual physical prices are predicated on the supply-demand balances at the time. HSFO’s current and forecasted price declines are consistent with an expected HSFO demand decrease of approximately 60%, or roughly 32 billion gallons per year (bgpy). In comparison, this decrease is over 4x the total quantity of used lubricating oil (ULO) currently generated worldwide. Much of the current ULO volume is blended into HSFO and competitive HSFO providers who are not blending ULO are already displacing blenders purchasing ULO. ULO is already backing up in some markets and the traditional discount of ULO to HSFO will probably increase further as ULO demand declines.

Scrubber Deployment
Scrubber installations (scrubbers allow ships to burn HSFO) by 2020 can now safely be forecasted to be woefully inadequate to support historical HSFO demand. Absent scrubber equipped ships creating enough demand for HSFO, what markets can absorb the huge excess HSFO production? How far will HSFO prices decline to clear alternative market outlets? These uncertainties are large and yet to be resolved.

Storage
The two replacement fuels for HSFO are Marine Gas Oil (MGO, much of which is <0.1% sulfur) and Very Low Sulfur Fuel Oil (VLSFO, which is <0.5% sulfur and thus IMO 2020 compliant). In 2020 demand for VLSFO and MGO is forecasted to increase by roughly 15 billion gallons per year (bgpy) and 17 bgpy, respectively. Since a new fuel is being added to the market (VLSFO) and a current fuel will more than double in volume (MGO), tanks are now being re-purposed from HSFO to store the increased MGO and VLSFO. But some HSFO will still be needed and thus storage is warranted, with the net result being a massive increase in storage demand. Large ships are now being chartered to store VLSFO in Singapore (which as a port has as much marine fuel demand as the next 8 largest ports combined) for near term delivery as VLSFO demand skyrockets in late Q3 and Q4. The massively large volume increases of MGO and VLSFO fuels competing for limited tankage create a high bar for sales of low volume, off-spec product that is neither MGO nor VLSFO.

VLSFO Specifications
Release of the Publicly Available Specification (PAS 23263) specification for VLSFO has been delayed, placing ship owners at a disadvantage since there is still no benchmark against which VLSFO quality can be measured. Conversely major fuel oil refiners are representing that their fuels will be IMO 2020 compliant, offering real data from ships which have already burned their fuel in extensive ship testing programs, thus reassuring very nervous ship owners who are worried about the quality of VLSFO blends. This squeezes independent traders.
and brokers which lack access to IMO 2020 compliant fuels and will likely result in a future market share shift toward large marine fuels refiners.

**VLSFO Quality Concerns**

FOBAS reports (Fuel Oil Bunker Advisory Service, alerting ship owners to fuel oil quality issues) are on the rise, heightening ship owners’ concerns about VLSFO, much of which is produced from blends of many different streams. Since MGO carries tight specifications and has already proven to be safe, many risk averse ship owners will be opting to purchase MGO instead of VLSFO, even though MGO is relatively more expensive. Shipping contract terms are being revised to add surcharges passing increased fuel cost on to customers. Trust in VLSFO may build over time, but without any experience initially there will be intense scrutiny of all products marketed as VLSFO due to high uncertainty about quality and suitability.

**VLSFO Production**

Increasing numbers of dedicated VLSFO project completions or near-term start dates are being announced. For competitive reasons, most of these were not disclosed previously. Many of these will deliver VLSFO made from a single source of crude oil, thus providing ship owners with much needed assurances as to consistency and quality. These projects tend to be large, in the range of 50,000 bpd (750 million gallons per year) or more. Along with VLSFO supply provided by major refiners, these one source VLSFO projects will provide ship owners with another low risk supply of VLSFO.

**ULO to Vacuum Gas Oil (ULO-VGO)**

By early 2020 approximately 30% of all ULO in the United States (or approximately 300 million gallons) is expected to be processed into ULO-VGO. However, acceptance of ULO-VGO as a VLSFO blend stock is still uncertain. Handicapping future acceptance of ULO-VGO is difficult given the nature and consistency of VLSFO blends will vary widely (which is why ship owners are very nervous about VLSFO). If ULO-
VGO turns out to be unsuitable, or only marginally suitable, as VLSFO blend stock this could lead to downward price pressure on ULO as ULO-VGO is directed to lower valued markets. Typical ULO-VGO has positive and negative characteristics as a marine fuel blend stock. On the positive side, ULO-VGO is low in sulfur (even below 0.1%), low in ash, and has excellent lubricity. On the negative side ULO-VGO is highly unstable (creating its own sediment), is hyper-compatible with aromatics (leading to asphaltene precipitation), and carries impurities (some of which have resulted in catastrophic machinery failure). Should resistance to ULO-VGO as VLSFO blend stock develop, alternative processing options may emerge to upgrade ULO-VGO into higher quality marine fuels or even base oils, although implementing these upgrades may take months or years.

Even aside from IMO 2020 uncertainties for ULO are other substantial macro-economic uncertainties such as a potential slowdown in economic growth (thus leading to decreased crude oil demand and prices) and a possible reduction in trade resulting from tariff wars (thus reducing aggregate demand for marine fuels). In any event, greater certainty should develop soon as solutions emerge to address the massive near-term market shift which will occur over the next 4.5 months.
OPEN CALL FOR 2020-2021 NORA BOARD CANDIDATES

Looking to become more involved in your industry? NORA prides itself on being a member-driven organization. The value of NORA membership continues to increase each year thanks to the efforts of our volunteer leadership of the association. They provide the direction and strategy that allows NORA to deliver more value to members. If you are interested, it is strongly encouraged that you participate. NORA is always in search of new ideas to make our association better. This is an open call for candidates for the 2020-2021 NORA Board of Directors. Three Board seats are available this year. All three seats are for recycling members. There are no vacant seats for supplier/vendor members at this time. If you would like to nominate yourself or someone else, please email sparker@noranews.org by September 20, noon Eastern time. NORA will contact you to review the board position responsibilities and answer your questions. The term for each Board seat is two years (2020-2021). Generally, Board members are requested to be at the three NORA events each year as well as on 2-3 additional phone calls per year. In addition to Board seats, the association is also seeking individuals to serve on a variety of committees for 2020. These positions are not elected; the President appoints them. NORA thanks those who have served in the past and encourages members to help lead our industry into the future.

Providing Solutions for Used Oil Recyclers and Re-Refiners

- Emulsion Breakers
- H2S Scavengers
- Deashing Agents
- Wastewater Treatment
- Cooling Tower Programs
- Boiler Water Treatment

VISIT WWW.CHEMTREAT.COM OR EMAIL JLAWSON@CHEMTREAT.COM FOR MORE INFO.
GLYCOL RECYCLING EQUIPMENT & SUPPORT SERVICES

• FORCED FLASH VACUUM DESIGN ALLOWS RECOVERY OF GLYCOL FROM WASTE ANTIFREEZE TO ASTM SPECIFICATIONS

• PREASSEMBLED SKID MOUNTED SYSTEMS FOR EASE OF SHIPMENT AND INSTALLATION

• SYSTEMS ARE SCALABLE TO MEET REQUIREMENTS

• AUTOMATED “FAIL SAFE” CONTROLS WITH SCADA SYSTEM AND HMI MONITOR

For more information contact Bill Dempsey at 402-297-2643 or email bill@hazmatnc.com.

HAZ-MAT ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES, 221 DALTON AVENUE, CHARLOTTE, NC 28237

Neil Danziger, Owner • Office: 704-332-5600
The 2019 NORA Annual Conference and Trade Show is the liquid recycling industry’s premier networking and education event. This year’s event will attract over 300 industry leaders. Now is the time to make plans to attend. Everything you need for your plans is included in this magazine.

**TRADE SHOW-ALMOST SOLD OUT!**
The NORA Trade Show will feature nearly 50 exhibitors with companies displaying the latest products and services available to the liquid recycling industry. See page 36 for the NORA Exhibitor Showcase. Only a few spots remain. Contact Britianne Gasser at (703) 753-4277 or marketing@noranews.org to reserve your space.

**SPONSOR THE EVENT**
Many sponsorship and advertising opportunities are available for the 2019 NORA Conference & Trade Show. For as little as $150, you can support your industry as well as promote your brand. For more information see pages 32-34. Reserve your sponsorship today using the form on page 30 or contact Casey Parker at casey@noranews.org or (703) 753-4277.

**REGISTER NOW**
Register online to attend the Conference at www.noranews.org or complete the form on page 29.
YOU DESERVE THE BEST

IT'S TIME TO MAKE THE CALL.

You work hard for your business. We work hard for you. Our state-of-the-art used oil and antifreeze services are closed-loop processes specifically designed to keep your work zone and the environment safe and free of harmful waste. Our team of first-class, highly skilled experts know how to get the job done fast while maintaining the highest level of safety and full environmental compliance. Don't wait another day. Go to our website and claim your free quote or call one of our team members at (877) 938-7948. With over 20 years experience in the environmental service industry, Heritage-Crystal Clean is the name over 90,000 customers trust to get the job done right.
Mike Ditka will deliver a powerful presentation that highlights the key characteristics people need to achieve their personal and professional goals. With his first-hand experience, clear illustrations and humorous anecdotes, he will show why he is considered one of the best motivational speakers in all of the NFL. His presentation has impact and immediate, take-home value.

**Mike Ditka Bio**

Mike Ditka is a former American football player, coach, and television commentator. A member of both the College Football and Pro Football Hall of Fame, he was the 1961 UPI NFL Rookie of the Year, a five-time Pro Bowl selection and five-time All-Pro tight end with the Chicago Bears, Philadelphia Eagles, and Dallas Cowboys of the National Football League (NFL).

He was an NFL champion with the 1963 Bears, and is a three-time Super Bowl champion, playing on the Cowboys Super Bowl VI team as well as winning as an assistant coach for the Cowboys in Super Bowl XII, and coaching the Bears to victory in Super Bowl XX. He was named to both the NFL’s 50th and 75th Anniversary All-Time Team.

As a coach for the Bears for 11 years he was twice both the AP and UPI NFL Coach of the Year (1985 and 1988). He also coached the New Orleans Saints for three years.

Ditka and Tom Flores are the only people to win an NFL title as a player, an assistant coach, and a head coach. Ditka, Flores and Gary Kubiak are also the only people in modern NFL history to win a championship as head coach of a team he played for previously. Ditka is the only person to participate in both of the last two Chicago Bears’ championships, as a player in 1963 and as head coach in 1985.

He is known by the nickname “Iron Mike,” which he has said comes from his being born and raised in a steel town in Pennsylvania.

**Words From Da Coach:**

*You’re never a loser until you quit trying.*

*If you’re not in the parade, you watch the parade. That’s life.*

*If God had wanted man to play soccer, he wouldn’t have given us arms.*

*Success isn’t measured by money or power or social rank. Success is measured by your discipline and inner peace.*

**Sponsor the Keynote Address**

For just $2000, your company can be a sponsor of Mike Ditka’s presentation and receive the following benefits:

- Exclusive meet and greet with speaker before event
- Your company logo will be highlighted prior to keynote
- Your logo will appear on a large screen behind the speaker during the keynote address

Use the form on page 30 to secure your sponsorship.
Every day, thousands of companies choose Safety-Kleen to handle their hazardous and non-hazardous waste. We have the expertise and systems to manage your waste streams properly and efficiently.

From oils and lubricants, used oil re-refining or industrial waste services to advanced parts cleaning technologies, Safety-Kleen is there, leading the way in responsible environmental solutions.
CALL FOR INTERESTED CONFERENCE SPEAKERS AND TOPIC IDEAS
For the 2019 NORA Conference & Trade Show

NORA needs your help to create an incredible set of education and knowledge sessions for the 2019 NORA Annual Conference and Trade Show. NORA's goal is to deliver helpful, practical, real-world information to the attendees to help you grow and prosper. We are looking for speakers and topic ideas to drive the momentum and help us build the best educational program we can. If you have additional topic ideas you would like to see addressed or are interested in being a speaker on a topic of interest to our members, please email a proposal to sparker@noranews.org.

PLEASE NOTE: Proposals promoting specific company products or services will not be accepted. The conference committee will review proposed topics and speakers for final acceptance.

DOBER
CHEMISTRY AND TECHNOLOGY
We deliver inspired innovative chemistry solutions to solve our customers' most challenging problems.

SuperoSyrup
COOLANT ADDITIVES

GreenFloc
NATURAL COAGULANTS

HaloKlear
NATURAL FLOCCULANTS

SmartRelease
Technology

Our syrups feature high-performance and cost-effective chemistries for antifreeze and engine coolant applications. Super Syrups are highly concentrated, stable, single-syrup formulations that enable easy and consistent blending.

Break any emulsion - Oil, Synthetic coolants, lubricants, and cutting fluids. Our natural coagulants will break your tough-to-treat emulsions, while lowering overall treatment costs and increasing treatment process efficiency.

Solid-feed total water treatment systems for cooling towers are simply better than traditional solutions. Eliminate hazardous liquid chemistry and go solid with easy to install, safe to handle, and reliable applications.

11230 Katherine’s Crossing  I  Woodridge, IL 60517  Toll Free I 1-800-323-4983  Local I 1-630-410-7300  www.deober.com
Naples, Florida • November 13-16, 2019
2019 NORA Conference Registration Form
Complete one form for each person. Only one form required to include payment information.
EXHIBITORS: Do Not Use This Form - Use Exhibit Agreement Form or Additional Booth Personnel Form.

Contact Info

NAME

BADGE NAME, IF DIFFERENT

COMPANY

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

ZIP

PHONE

EMAIL

Registration Choices

Full Registration (you may assign/change names to the registration at any time) includes all conference sessions, conference materials, opening reception (members only), two continental breakfasts, breaks and Friday Night Closing Party Dinner. Payment must be faxed or postmarked by the dates to be eligible for the discounted prices.

PRICES

Regular
(Paid by October 21)

Late
(after October 21)

NORA Member: First person

$q860

$q890

NORA Member: Additional person

$q760

$q790

Non-Member: First person

$q2400

$q2500

Non-Member: Additional person

$q2300

$q2400

Government Representatives

$q350

$q350

EXTRAS

$q Spouse/Companion: Full Package...$275*

$q Spouse/Companion: Friday Only......$209**

$q Fishing.........................................................$185

$q Golf..............................................................$185

$q Golf Club Rental ......................................$80

$q Spouse/Companion Tour .....................$85

Payment Options

Total Amount Due $ __________

All payments are in US Dollars, drawn on US Bank.

NAME ON CARD

SIGNATURE

CARD NUMBER (AMERICAN EXPRESS, MASTERCARD AND VISA ACCEPTED)

EXP. DATE

SECURITY CODE

BILLING STREET NUMBER & ZIP (IF DIFFERENT THAN ABOVE)

EMAIL TO SEND RECEIPT (IF DIFFERENT THAN ABOVE)

Submit Your Registration

• Registration may be scanned and emailed to marketing@noranews.org. Please do not email credit card information.
• Please indicate form of payment
  q Faxed to 703-753-2445
  q Phoned in to Kim Litscher at 703-753-4277
  q Mailed to 7250 Heritage Village Plaza, #201 Gainesville, VA 20155
  q Will pay online: following processing of paperwork, a secure payment link will be emailed to you

*This package includes access to the opening reception on Wednesday including food and drinks, the Thursday spouse brunch, a spouse gift and the Friday night closing party. This package is for spouses and companions of registered attendees; this may not be used for employees of an attending company.

**This package includes food and drinks at the Friday night Closing Party Dinner. This package is for spouses and companions of registered attendees; this may not be used for employees of an attending company.

All guests must register in advance for the closing party.

Book Your Hotel Room

NAPLES GRANDE BEACH RESORT
475 Seagate Drive
Naples, Florida 34103

NORA Rate $199/night + $10/night resort fee
To secure your room, call 1-844-210-5931 and ask for the NORA Conference or reserve your rooms online at www.noranews.org/2019ConfHotel by October 21 to book at a discount rate (though rooms may sell out early).
Naples, Florida | November 13-16, 2019
2019 NORA Conference Sponsorship Form
Complete form with sponsorship advertising selections.

Contact Info

Name

Title

Company

Email

Sponsorship Opportunities

General Sponsorships

☐ Closing Party Naming Rights  SOLD  $7500
☐ Level 1 Closing Party Sponsor  $5000
☐ Premier Sponsor*  SOLD  $5000
☐ Elevator Door Cling*  SOLD  $2900
☐ Lanyard Sponsor*  SOLD  $2900
☐ Key Card Sponsor*  SOLD  $2900
☐ Water Bottle Sponsor*  SOLD  $2900
☐ Notebook Sponsor*  SOLD  $2900
☐ Audio/Visual Sponsor*  SOLD  $2000
☐ Keynote Speaker Sponsor  $2000
☐ Level 2 Closing Party Sponsor  $2000
☐ Gold Sponsor Bundle  $1800
☐ Can Cooler Sponsor (Coozie Style)*  SOLD  $1299
☐ Drink Ticket Sponsor  $1000
☐ Level 3 Closing Party Sponsor  $1000
☐ Lip Balm Sponsor*  $1000
☐ Glass Wall Cling  $850
☐ Floor Sponsor  $800
☐ Bag Sponsor  $550
☐ Event Page Logo  $625
☐ Level 4 Closing Party Sponsor  $500
☐ Golf Lunch Sponsor  $500
☐ Grand Opening Exhibit Reception  $450
☐ Charging Station Sponsor  $400
☐ Bag Insert Sponsor  $325
☐ Spouse Brunch Sponsor  $300
☐ Level 5 Closing Party Sponsor  $250

☐ Thursday Continental Breakfast  $250
☐ Friday Continental Breakfast  $250
☐ Golf Hole Sponsor  $225
☐ Candy Bowl Sponsor  $175

Conference Book Advertisements  Price
☐ Back Cover - included with premier sponsorship  $625
☐ Inside Front Cover Ad*  SOLD  $4100
☐ Inside Back Cover Ad*  $925
☐ Full Page Color Ad (7-1/2” x 10”)  $975
☐ Full Page B&W Ad (7-1/2” x 10”)  $475
☐ Half Page Color Horizontal Ad (7-1/2” x 5”)  $475
☐ Half Page B&W Horizontal Ad (7-1/2” x 5”)  $260
☐ Third Page Color Ad (7-1/2” x 3-1/2”)  $375
☐ Third Page B&W Ad (7-1/2” x 3-1/2”)  $200
☐ Fourth Page Horizontal Color Ad (3-3/4” x 5”)  $275
☐ Fourth Page Horizontal B&W Ad (3-3/4” x 5”)  $200
☐ Color Logo by Exhibitor Index (1/2” high)  $150
☐ Color Logo by Company Index (1/2” high)  $150

*contact Casey Parker at casey@noranews.org for availability.

To receive full promotional consideration in print materials please submit sponsorships by September 27, 2019. After this date, sponsorships are still welcome but will receive different promotional consideration.

For more information about the sponsorships, visit noranews.org/2019ConfInfo

Payment Options

All payments are in US Dollars, drawn on US Bank.

Total Amount Due $  
☐ Check (payable to NORA)  ☐ American Express  ☐ Visa  ☐ MasterCard

Name on Card

Signature

Card Number  Exp. Date  Security Code

Billing Street Number & Zip (if different than above)  Email to send receipt (if different than above)

Submit Your Sponsorship

Credit Card Only:  Call 703-753-4277 or fax 703-753-2445
Check or Credit Card:  Mail to: 7250 Heritage Village Plaza, Suite 201, Gainesville, VA 20155
Questions:  Call 703-753-4277 or email marketing@noranews.org
2019 NORA ANNUAL CONFERENCE & TRADE SHOW TENTATIVE AGENDA
NOVEMBER 13-16, 2019 | Naples, Florida

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 13
10:00 AM - 2:00 PM
Exhibitor Check-In/Set Up
Attendee Check-In/Registration

2:00 PM - 7:00 PM
Board Member Meeting
New Member/Board Member Reception

3:00 PM - 4:00 PM
Grand Opening Reception in Trade Show
   All exhibitors, attendees, registered spouse/companions welcome

3:00 PM - 4:30 PM
New Member/Board Member Reception

4:30 PM - 8:30 PM
Grand Opening Reception in Trade Show
   All exhibitors, attendees, registered spouse/companions welcome

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 14
7:00 AM - 11:45 AM
Conference Check-In/Registration

7:00 AM - 8:00 AM
Continental Breakfast in Trade Show

8:00 AM - 10:00 AM
NORA Opening Session
Refreshment Break in Trade Show

10:00 AM - 10:30 AM
Spouse/Companion Brunch, Open to Registered Spouses/Companions
Conference Sessions

10:30 AM - 11:30 AM
Conference Sessions

10:30 AM - 12:00 PM
Conference Sessions

12:30 PM - 7:00 PM
NORA Golf Tournament
   Pre-Registration Required

1:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Optional: Spouse Tour
   Pre-registration required

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 15
7:30 AM - 8:30 AM
Continental Breakfast in Trade Show

8:30 AM - 10:00 AM
Conference Sessions
Refreshment Break in Trade Show

10:00 AM - 11:00 AM
Trade Show Tear Down
Conference Sessions

11:15 AM
NORA Fishing Expedition
   Pre-Registration Required (Available Soon)

11:00 AM - 1:00 PM
Conference Sessions

1:15 PM - 5:30 PM
NORA Fishing Expedition
   Pre-Registration Required (Available Soon)

6:00 PM - 10:00 PM
NORA Closing Party: All exhibitors, attendees, speakers, and registered spouses/companions are invited to attend this great event!

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 16
All day
Activities on your own (shopping, tours, departures, etc.)
2019 Conference Sponsorships

CLOSING PARTY NAMING RIGHTS ......................... $7500
SOLD to Valicor
Exclusive Sponsorship - includes prominent logo placement everywhere closing party is mentioned - large signage at event, NORA website, Conference Book cover, Liquid Recycling magazine, conference agenda and on each table at closing party. Also includes all Level 1 Closing Party Sponsor benefits.

LEVEL 1 CLOSING PARTY SPONSOR .................... $5000
2 remain available. Includes: Large Logo on front cover of Conference Book, reserved seating for 10 registered attendees in premier location at closing party, large logo on Commemorative Photo Jacket, large logo displayed at Closing Party, Closing Party Sponsor ribbon on badge, recognized at Closing Party dinner, color full page ad in the Conference Book ($575 Value), color logo with Company/Exhibitor index in Conference Book ($150), logo on "Thank You" page in post-Conference NORA Magazine.

PREMIER SPONSOR* .......................................... $5000
SOLD: World Oil Corp
Your logo will be prominently featured on the front cover of the NORA Conference Book and on all name badges. You receive the back cover ad of the conference book. Your company will be thanked at the opening session. In addition, your logo will be screenprinted on the tote bags distributed at registration.

ELEVATOR DOOR CLING* ................................. $2900
SOLD: InTerraChem, LLC
Your company logo will be prominently featured on elevator doors on the hotel's main level and the meeting space level. The NORA logo and Meeting Name will also be included on signage.

LANYARD SPONSOR* ....................................... $2900
SOLD: Safety Kleen
Your company logo will be printed on the lanyard distributed to all attendees.

KEYCARD SPONSOR* ....................................... $2900
SOLD: Intergulf Corp.
Your logo will be printed on key cards distributed to NORA guests at hotel check-in. Offered via lottery.

WATER BOTTLE SPONSOR* .............................. $2900
SOLD: Radian Chemicals LLC
Your logo will be printed on the bottles of water that will be set at every seat at the beginning of the Conference on Thursday morning.

NOTEBOOK SPONSOR* ................................... $2900
SOLD: Heritage - Crystal Clean, LLC
Your logo will be on the notebook placed at each seat at the beginning of Conference.

AUDIO/VISUAL SPONSOR* ............................. $2000
SOLD: Vertex Energy Inc.
Your logo will be prominently displayed when the 'splash screen' is displayed in the main meeting room. As an added bonus, this sponsorship includes a free full page color ad in the Conference Book (a $625 value).

KEYNOTE SPEAKER SPONSOR ........................... $2000
Your company will be thanked prior to the keynote address and you will have the opportunity to address the entire group for one minute. Your logo will appear on a large screen behind the speaker at the beginning of the keynote address.

LEVEL 2 CLOSING PARTY SPONSOR .................... $2000
Only 8 available. Your logo will be featured on the front cover of the Conference Book, on a commemorative photo jacket, and displayed at the Closing Party. You also receive a Closing Party Sponsor ribbon on badge, recognition at Closing Party dinner, half page color ad in Conference Book ($475 value), color logo with company/exhibitor index in Conference Book, and logo on the "thank you" page in post-Conference Magazine.

GOLD SPONSOR BUNDLE ................................. $1800
Only 10 available. Your logo will be printed on the front cover of the Conference Book and on large signage at the event. You receive a free full page color ad in the event book and your company will be thanked at the opening session. Includes a golf hole sponsorship and company logo printed on the conference bags. For logo on bag, please order by Sept. 27.
CAN COOLER SPONSOR (COOZIE STYLE)* .............. $1200
SOLD: Fountain Industries, LLC
Your company logo will be printed on the can coolers placed next to the bars in the Trade Show.

DRINK TICKET SPONSOR ........................................... $1000
Your logo will be printed on the drink tickets for the Wednesday Opening Reception and on signs around the bar. Please order by October 18 to allow time for printing.

LEVEL 3 CLOSING PARTY SPONSOR ....................... $1000
Only 12 available. Your logo will be featured on the front cover of the Conference Book, on a commemorative photo jacket, and displayed at the Closing Party. You also receive a Closing Party Sponsor ribbon on badge, recognition at Closing Party dinner, color logo with company/exhibitor index in Conference Book, and logo on the “thank you” page in post-Conference Magazine.

LIP BALM SPONSOR* ............................................. $1000
Only one available. Your company logo will be printed on the lip balms placed in the conference bags distributed to attendees.

GLASS WALL CLING .............................................. $850
Your full-color company logo will be largely displayed on window clings on both sides of the glass wall leading to the meeting space.

FLOOR SPONSOR .................................................. $800
Your full-color logo or ad will be displayed on 3 large floor decals in the lobby of the conference center.

BAG SPONSOR ....................................................... $550
Your logo will be printed on the conference bags distributed to attendees. Available through September 27 to allow time for printing.

GOLF LUNCH SPONSOR ........................................ $500
Your company will be recognized on the box lunches placed in each cart at the start of the tournament. This sponsorship includes a Golf Hole Sponsor Sign.

LEVEL 4 CLOSING PARTY SPONSOR ..................... $500
Your logo will be featured on a commemorative photo jacket and displayed at the Closing Party. You also receive a Closing Party Sponsor ribbon on badge, recognition at Closing Party dinner, black and white logo with company/exhibitor index in Conference Book, and logo on the “thank you” page in post-Conference Magazine.

GRAND OPENING EXHIBIT RECEPTION ............... $450
Your logo will be prominently displayed on all signs for the reception and printed next to the event on conference agendas.

CHARGING STATION SPONSOR ......................... $400
Your logo will be prominently displayed at a charging station near the registration desk to supply power for mobile devices.

SPOUSE BRUNCH TOUR ......................................... $300
Your logo will be printed next to the event on conference agendas.

BAG INSERT SPONSOR ........................................... $325
You provide the insert and NORA will distribute it in the conference or golf bags. Examples include hats, coozies, flyers, etc. Please deliver items to hotel by November 12.

THURSDAY CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST ............... $250
Your logo will be prominently displayed on signage at the breakfast included next to this event on conference agendas.

LEVEL 5 CLOSING PARTY SPONSOR ..................... $250
Your logo will be featured on a commemorative photo jacket and displayed at the Closing Party. You also receive a Closing Party Sponsor ribbon on badge, recognition at Closing Party dinner, and logo on the “thank you” page in post-Conference Magazine.

GOLF HOLE SPONSOR ......................................... $225
Your logo will be printed on a sign placed at one of the holes during the golf tournament.

FRIDAY CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST .................... $250
Your logo will be prominently displayed on signage at the breakfast included next to this event on conference agendas.
CANDY BOWL SPONSOR ................................................................. $175  
Only six available. Your logo will be displayed around the NORA Candy Bowl at the registration table.

DIGITAL ADVERTISING

NORA WEBSITE HOMEPAGE

ROTATING BANNER ................................................................. $1,000  
Your ad will be featured in the rotating banner on the NORA homepage. Valid from date of purchase through December 31. Limited availability. Banner size: 990 x 270 pixels

EVENT PAGE LOGO ................................................................. $625  
Your company logo on the main event page on NORA website.

ADVERTISING IN CONFERENCE BOOK

BACK COVER AD (included with Premier Sponsorship)

$1100 Inside Front Cover Ad* - SOLD: Heritage – Crystal Clean, LLC

$950 Inside Back Cover Ad*

$625 Full Page Color Ad (7.5” x 10”)

$475 Full Page Black/White Ad (7.5” x 10”)

$475 Half Page Color Horizontal Ad (7.5” x 5”)

$260 Half Page Black/White Horizontal Ad (7.5” x 5”)

$375 1/3 Page Horizontal Color Ad (7.5” x 3.5”)

$200 1/3 Page Horizontal B&W Ad (7.5” x 3.5”)

$275 1/4 Page Horizontal Color Ad (3.75” x 5”)

$200 1/4 Page Horizontal Black/White Ad (3.75” x 5”)

$150 Color Logo By Company Index (1/2” high)

$150 Color Logo By Exhibitor Index (1/2” high)

*contact Casey Parker at casey@noranews.org for availability.

DOLPHIN CENTRIFUGE
Waste Oil Recovery Systems

Decanter & Disc Centrifuges

Remove Water & Solids (to 1μ level) from:
- Used Motor Oil / Waste Oil
- Contaminated Diesel / Fuel Oil
- Fuel Oil or HFO upto 600 cSt
- Tramp Oil Recovery from Coolant
2GPM to 60GPM or more - continuous flow

Dolphin Reconditioned* Centrifuges Offer:
- Over 50% Savings Compared to New
- No Filters or Disposable Media Cost
- Continuous Operation (24/7)
- Fully Automatic PLC/HMI Control Systems
- 6-Month Warranty; life-time Technical Support

*Only Centrifuge is Factory Reconditioned, all other accessories and components are New

Call Jim Kraft at 248.522.2573 for more information.

DOLPHIN CENTRIFUGE
24248 Gibson Dr., Warren MI 48091, USA
T: 248.522.2573 F: 248.876.3024
sales@dolphincentrifuge.com
www.dolphincentrifuge.com
No dinosaurs were harmed in the making of our base oils.

Gen III products don’t come out of the ground, or end up there.

Gen III Oil Corporation recycles motor oil through an evolutionary re-refining process to produce high grade Group II+ and Group III base oils for use in API certified formulations.

Find out more about our products and our new refinery project at www.geniiioil.com

Mark Redcliffe - Executive Vice President
mredcliffe@geniiioil.com
(778) 668-5988
NORA Conference Exhibitors

For more information or to purchase a booth, contact Brittanne Gasser at marketing@noranews.org.

AECOM Corporation
www.aecom.com

AMCS
www.amcsgroup.com

American Testing Technologies
www.americanetestingtechnologies.com

Bedford Industries, Inc
www.oberg-crusher.com

Brown Industrial Inc.
www.brownindustrial.com

ChemTec LLC
www.ChemTecLLC.com

ChemTreat
www.chemtreat.com

Clean Burn LLC
www.cleanburn.com/

Dexsil Corporation
www.dexsil.com

Engine & Accessory, Inc.
www.rampstar.com

Eurecat US
www.eurecat.com

Evolution Sorbent Products a NPS Company
www.esp-us.com

Flottweg Separation Technology, Inc.
www.flottweg.com

Fountain Industries LLC
www.fountainindustries.com

Haz~Mat Environmental Services
hazmatnc.com

Imperial Industries Inc.
imperialind.com

InCon Process Systems - GIG Karasek GmbH
www.ips-gigk.com

Innovative Fluids
www.innovativefluids.com

INTERRACHEM, LLC
www.interrachem.com

Ironshore Environmental
www.ironshore.com

Jaxon Filtration
www.jaxonfiltration.com
Naples Grande Beach Resort
Naples, Florida

Room Rate: $199 per night
Reserve your room by phone:
1-844-210-5931

Be sure to mention the code GNORA19 when reserving your room within the block.
The cut off for reservations in the NORA block is October 21, 2019.

Room rates do not include the resort charge, sales, and occupancy taxes. If you need assistance in securing a room, please contact NORA at 703-753-4277 or visit www.noranews.org/2019ConfHotel.

CLOSEST AIRPORT: Southwest Florida International Airport (RSW) is only 30 miles from the Resort.

Most attendees will arrive early on Wednesday, November 13 and leave on Saturday, November 16. Exhibitors may want to arrive on Tuesday, November 12, to allow time for exhibit setup. A tentative schedule is on page 31.
NORA Supplier/Vendor Members in good standing as of 8/12/2019 are listed below. Companies in **bold** have an ad in this magazine. Companies with a $ are part of the NORA Save program by offering discounts/value added services to NORA members. Contact NORA to learn more about the NORA Save program. Companies that are in **red** are exhibiting at the 2019 NORA Conference & Trade Show as of 8/12/2019.

---

**AECOM Corporation**
Jack.Waggener@aecom.com
615 771-2480
URS/AECOM Corporation is a full service engineering design firm with over 300 offices and 100,000 employees around the world. Services include environmental engineering consultant - water, air, solid waste, used oil.

---

**AGC International, LLC**
adeflorio@agcinternational.com
651 202-0563
Manufacturer of Re-refining and Filtration equipment. Provide separation, re-refining and filtration solutions for any and all types of used petroleum products including motor/lubricating oils, marine oil and slops, anti-freeze and transformer oil.

---

**Air Products**
info@airproducts.com
800 654-4567
Air Products is the world's largest producer and supplier of merchant hydrogen, and a leading global supplier of atmospheric gases such as nitrogen, oxygen and argon.

---

**American Testing Technologies**
stacy.youssef@gmail.com
877 634-9906
We provide a full range of analytical services to petroleum suppliers and users. With over 25 years experience, we offer the highest quality testing of oils, fuels, biofuels, waters, waste, and hazardous waste. Most tests are completed within 24 hours.

---

**Arslan Enginery Ltd.**
arbaaz@arslanenginery.com
323 274-2273
Process Technology Provider, Equipment Manufacturer with integrated EPC Turnkey solution

---

**Axelrod Energy Projects, LLC**
jaxelrod@axelrodenergyprojects.com
212 749-1902
Project Development, Brokerage, Market Consulting

---

**Bedford Industries, Inc**
david@bedfordindustries.com
360 770-0612
Manufacture a full line of oil filter crushers, drum crushers, and oil filter balers. On the market since 1989, the OBERG filter Crusher has stood the test of time.

---

**Blue Process Advisors, LLC**
mjebert@yahoo.com
219 841-2124
Consulting

---

**Bright Technologies a Division of Sebright Products, Inc.**
abajric@sebrightproducts.com
269 793-7183

---

**Brown Gibbons Lang & Company, LLC**
ekaplan@bglco.com
216 920-6634
Investment Banking Firm

---

**Brown Industrial Inc**
craig@brownindustrial.com
937 693-3838
Technology leading custom designers & manufacturers of trailers & truck bodies for the rendering, oil filter recovery & recycling industries.
LIQUID RECYCLING

Build-All Corporation
dougg@build-all.com
Manufacturer of parts washers and degreasing equipment.

Catalyst Trading Co, LTD
rgarcia@resalecatalyst.com
713 926-6078
Hydrotreating Fresh Catalyst, Regen Catalyst, Pre-Sulfided Catalyst, Silica & Phosphorus materials, Reactor toppings, Ceramic support products, screening, recycled ceramic support, High Alumina support, re-packaging, and acquisition of spent catalysts.

ChemTec LLC
bryangray@chemtecllc.com
812 499-8408
Used oil and wastewater treatment chemicals

ChemTreat
jlawson@chemtreat.com
865 250-5434
An industry leading supplier of water treatment and oil processing specialty chemicals.

Clairvest Group Inc
michaelc@clairvest.com
416 413-6007
We are a private equity firm which provides equity capital to help finance organic growth and/or acquisition growth. We have a particular focus on the environmental services industry having completed five significant investments since 2006.

Clark Reliance Purity Products Group
terryb@enervac.com
519 651-1034 x238
Mechanical Separation, Filtration, Vacuum Dehydration, or Absorption, The Purity Products Group delivers protection in critical-use applications.

Clearwater Engineered Chemistry
ericstone3@gmail.com
817 876-1714

Coastline Chemical, Inc.
jdsharpley@coastlinechemical.com
757 824-3831 Ext. 103
Antifreeze, Heat Transfer Fluids, Glycols, Lab Services

Dexsil Corporation
ckopylec@dexsil.com
203 288-3509
On-site test kits that are quick and easy to use, affording the user an economical advantage over time-consuming and costly laboratory methods. Products detect chlorine contamination in used oil, organic chlorine in wastewater, and more.
Dober
saroyan@dober.com
773 294-1870
Full service chemical manufacturer specializing in antifreeze additives, oil treatment, wastewater treatment, boiler water treatment, and cooling water treatment.

Dolphin Centrifuge
sales@dolphincentrifuge.com
248 522-2573
Dolphin Centrifuge specializes in Centrifuge based Oil Recovery Systems. Our systems are primarily built around New & Reconditioned Alfa Laval Centrifuges. Complete modules include Hi-Speed Disc Centrifuges, Automatic PLC Controls, Feed Pumps, Heaters etc.

Double T Resources Inc.
terry.taliaferro@doubletresources.com
817 996-1198
Buy/Sale Bulk, Petroleum Distillates, Fuels, Crankcase lubes

Eastman Chemical Company
taihi.egres@eastman.com
423 229-2000
Eastman Therminol®V/E heat transfer fluids are high-performance fluids specifically designed for precise temperature control, providing superior heat-stability in systems with operational temperatures from -175 degrees F to 750 degrees F

Ecosorb International Inc.
larry@ecosorb.com
713 413-1173 x4714
Environmentally Friendly Absorbents

EHS Momentum
cduffie@ehsmomentum.com
469 9992500
EHS Consulting and Software

EnergyLogic
dnewburry@energyl logic.com
615 471-5221
EnergyLogic manufactures and sells used oil furnaces and boilers, less than 500,000 Btu/hour in size.

Engine & Accessory, Inc.
rcs@rampstar.com
305 573-2268
Waste Oil Trucks/Vacuum Trucks
Centralized Waste Treatment

- Oily Wastewater, Organics, Leachate, Solidification
- Recycled Fuel Oil Purchase Programs
- Industrial and Retail Used Oil Collection
- Transportation via Tanker, Rail and Barge
- New Industrial Oil Manufacturing and Used Oil Reclaim Services
- Recycled Petroleum Products/Distillates Processing (RPP)
- Consumer Product Destruction and Recycling
- Surfactant Recovery and Beneficial Reuse
- Container Management and Waste-to-Energy Processing

Ohio • West Virginia • Kentucky • Maryland
Texas • Oklahoma • Missouri • Indiana
Tennessee • Alabama • Virginia

www.valicor.com
800-279-1134

ISO 14001 Certified
Envitech Inc.
abartocci@envitechinc.com
619 223-9925
Air pollution control equipment for the treatment of gaseous and particulate emissions: packed bed absorbers, wet electrostatic precipitators, and Venturi scrubbers. SO2 scrubbers.

Eurecat US
TCampbell@eurecat.com
832 284-0609
Supplier of regenerated hydrotreating catalyst, catalyst sulfiding/activation services, catalyst regeneration, and specialty grading

Evolution Sorbent Products a NPS Company
chris@espsorbents.com
630 450-6568
Oil absorbent and spill control products (environmental, industrial, hazmat).

Flottweg Separation Technology, Inc.
lhuber@flottweg.net
859 835-9861

Fountain Industries LLC
dstenger@ftnllc.com
507 369-0138
Fountain Industries LLC is proud to be an industry leading US manufacturer with complete product coverage of aqueous and solvent type parts washers in all capacities including spray cabinets and other speciality products.

Geophia LLC
pgkendrick54@gmail.com
704 502-8287
Absorption materials.

Greenberg Traurig, LLP
swickardt@gtlaw.com
916 442 1111

GTI
sgephart@gti-e.com
201 842-7672

Harvest Fuels
mwilliams@harvestfuels.com
713 416-8147
Oil and Petroleum Trading

Haz“Mat Environmental Services
bill@hazmatnc.com
704 332-5600
Provides industrial cleaning, emergency response, hazardous & non-hazardous transportation & disposal, recycling of waste oil, fuels, oil filters, & glycols. Manufactures and sells antifreeze blends and glycol distillation equipment to ASTM standards.

---

**ONKEN**

**OIL STORAGE TANKS**

~UL rated
~Steel construction
~Double wall or single wall
~Powder coat finish
~New or used oil storage
~Includes fittings shown
~Tanks come ready to use

www.onkens.net 309-562-7271
WORLD OIL IS A PROUD SPONSOR OF NORA

WHAT CAN WORLD OIL DO FOR YOU?

REFINING / ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES / RECYCLING / TERMINALS / TRANSPORTATION / FUELING STATIONS / DEVELOPMENT

1-800-974-4495
(310) 886-3400

www.worldoilcorp.com
info@worldoilcorp.com
Husky Corporation
jrulo@husky.com
636 825-7200
Husky Corporation serves the lube and industrial market with BJE oil filter crushers, tank monitors, gauges, and overfill alarms & accessories. Through enevo, we offer a web enabled electronic liquid level measurement system via cellular technology.

Hydrocarbon Dynamics
johnr@hydrocarbondynamics.com
281 381-8029

Hydrodec of North America, LLC
cynthia.repasky@hydrodec.com
330 409-8676
Used transformer oil re-refiner. Hydrodec collects & processes used transformer oil at any PCB concentration. As the only oil re-refiner to receive carbon credit approval from the American Carbon Registry, their product can be sold with a carbon offset.

IHS Markit
Blake.Eskew@ihsmarkit.com
832 679-7272
IHS is the leading research and consulting company to the global energy industry. IHS acquired Purvin & Gertz in November 2011, adding Purvin & Gertz’ strengths in the petroleum refining, lubricants and base oil industries.

IMACC Recycling Solutions
srichards@imacc-corp.com
502 821-2222
IMACC Corp is a leading reconditioner and recycler of IBC’s (totes) and poly drums. Our services include empty container collection, sales of new, reconditioned and remanufactured IBCs as well as end of life container recycling programs.

Imperial Industries Inc.
kristi@imperialind.com
800 558-2945
With more than 35 years of specialized experience in storing and handling dry and liquid materials. Imperial Industries is the trusted source for bulk storage tanks, commercial and agricultural waste handling equipment, and all of your service and parts needs.

InCon Process Systems - GIG
Karasek GmbH
rscully@ips-gigk.com
630 305-8556
Offering 20 years experience in Used Oil distillation systems. Our clients range from fuel blenders wishing to upgrade to cleaner fuel or base oils and seek Modular Plants. Major clients upgrade to GIG Karasek Wiped Film Technology.

ORG CHEM GROUP is a Major Leader in the recycling of used antifreeze in the United States. We work closely with collectors across the U.S. and Canada.

ORG CHEM GROUP purchases used antifreeze which allows collectors a safe, efficient way to properly manage their used antifreeze /glycol streams while at the same time providing them with a consistent revenue stream.

Our process extracts the Ethylene Glycol from used antifreeze, purifies it and blends it with proprietary additives to create new antifreeze that offers the benefits of lower cost and recycling.

ORG CHEM GROUP offers Ethylene and Propylene Glycol for sale and a full line of Antifreeze products available in cases, drums, totes and bulk.

For more information please contact:
Jerry Brown
812-395-7726
Cel: 812-449-0411
11210 Solomon Rd, Troy IN 47588
Chem-Group.com
Innovative Fluids
tmcclead@innovativefluids.com
216 385-8601
“Bulk” Windshield Washer Fluid and Antifreeze. Delivered in bulk to (25) states.

INTERRACHEM, LLC
curtis.ellis@interrachem.com
812 858-3147
We offer a full line of Demulsifiers, Waste Water Treatment, H2S Scavengers, Cleaners, Degreasers & Antifreeze pre-treatment chemicals

Interstate Truck Bodies
mmaddux@interstatetruckbodies.com
602 272-2298

Ironshore Environmental
janet.rittenberry@ironshore.com
469 248-4355
Insurance Company

J. Smith Lanier & Co.
mfox@jsmithlanier.com
229 883-2424
Insurance/Risk Management Services

Jaxon Filtration
james@jaxonfiltration.com
706 675-3996
Filtration Equipment, Media, Custom Elements

Kline & Company, Inc.
ian.moncrieff@klinegroup.com
973 615-368

LabCal Repair and Services Inc
james.scholes@labcalrepairandservices.com
281 909-8070
LabCal Services is a full-service, independent, analytical laboratory specializing in petroleum, petrochemical, environmental, water, soil, and bio fuels. We offer a complete battery of standard test methods, from gravities to the most complex methods.

Lamb Fuels, Inc
kezin@lambfuels.com
619 421-0805

LCI Corporation
jastoria@lcicorp.com

Oil & Filter RECYCLING EQUIPMENT

Industry leaders of oil recycling containers & roll-offs for over 25 years.

800-291-5487 Silver Lake, IN www.Par-Kan.com
Gain a competitive advantage for your waste management company with advanced business-intelligence software by PegEx®

PegEx Platform®

To gain the competitive advantage, you need total control of all the information critical to your specific business. The PegEx Platform is cloud-based business-intelligence software for waste management companies that includes:

- Robust Customer Management System
- Complete e-Manifest Workflow
- Financial Data Calculation
- Quick Quote Generation
- Waste Profile Builder
- Job Tracking
- Secure Online Document Storage
- EPA RCRAInfo Portal Access

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE AND MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

Contact us now to get your FREE Demo
Call (877) 989-5586 or email software@pegex.com
Oilmen’s Truck Tanks Inc.
thill@oilmens.com
864 573-7400
Truck mounted tanks and trailers for waste oil recovery. All major brands of trucks available. Equipment for transportation and bulk storage sites. Certified R Stamp facility for wreck repair and remounts.

Oilmen’s Truck Tanks Inc.
thill@oilmens.com
864 573-7400
Truck mounted tanks and trailers for waste oil recovery. All major brands of trucks available. Equipment for transportation and bulk storage sites. Certified R Stamp facility for wreck repair and remounts.

OnePlus Systems
brendan@smartbin.com
847 498-0955
Based in Illinois, OnePlus Systems has provided Intelligent Container Monitoring solutions for 25 years. With over 20,000 fill-level sensors in the field, OnePlus Systems is the only name for intelligent and responsible Waste Oil monitoring.

Onken Inc
dhull@onkens.net
309 562-7271
Oil Storage Tanks

Par-Kan Company
ahepler@par-kan.com
260 352-2141
Par-Kan offers Leakproof Steel Containers for storage of disposable oils and filters. Containers are available in various sizes with poly lids, fork pockets and caster frames.

Paratherm A Division of Lubrizol
sbeward@paratherm.com
610 941-4900
Superior heat transfer fluids ranging from -127 degrees F to +675 degrees F Refined petroleum & synthetic oils & thermal system cleaners Antioxidant Additives Fluid Analysis Technical Support & Training We stock what we sell all the time in all volumes available globally

PegEx, Inc.
michael.bryant@pegex.com
608 210-4224
Environmental Services & Software

PESCO - Pragmatic Environmental Solutions Company
luke@pescova.co
540 206-2788
Over 27 years in quality used oil recovery. Custom designed and built, complete turnkey, skid mounted, affordable systems with clay filtration, solvent extraction and hydrotreating lube polishing options. Engineered to meet your specific product goals.

Petroleum Solids Control
derek@petroleumsolids.com
562 449-7692
Dewatering rental equipment: centrifuges, mud cleaners

RADIANT

Chemicals

A GREEN Approach to the Management of Spent Solvents

www.radianchemicals.com
281.883.4389
Porocel International  
nshah@porocel.com  
832 688-9696  
Porocel is a major supplier of catalysts and metal traps to the re-refining market. Our actiCAT catalyst presulfurization makes startups quick and easy. Our Rocket bauxite polishing system offers key advantages over other filtration solutions.

Praxair, Inc.  
walter_renz@praxair.com  
203 837-2378  
Praxair, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of Linde plc, is a leading industrial gas company in North and South America and one of the largest worldwide. Praxair offers a wide range of gases including hydrogen, nitrogen and specialty gases in many sizes.

Quest Resource Management Group  
Dave.Sweitzer@questrmg.com  
877 321-1811  
Quest delivers comprehensive waste minimization and environmental protection with nationwide waste collection and recycling services. We help dealerships, collision centers and fleet operators reduce waste, risk and cost while streamlining operations.

Radian Chemicals LLC  
jspain@radianchemicals.com  
281 883-4389  
Management of spent solvents for beneficial reuse and/or treatment for recycle or disposition. Spent caustics, glycols, amines, polyols, methanols, etc.

Radian Chemicals LLC  
mmysinger@radianchemicals.com  
281 610-6431  

RND Service LLC  
rmayley@rndservicellc.com  
864 918-9295  
Consulting Services, including strategic planning, mergers & acquisitions, market research, marketing, website development and sales training.

Schumacher Consulting, LLC  
roy@oilbizconsulting.com  
602 524-2944  
Consulting Services, including strategic planning, mergers & acquisitions, market research, marketing, website development and sales training.

Seneca Tank  
mmenard@senecatank.com  
816 604-9776  

---

**EHS MOMENTUM**  
SAFETY MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS  
SIMPLE · AFFORDABLE · PROVEN

**MyMomentum® Key Features**

- Assignable Action Items
- Job Hazard Assessment Tool
- OSHA Log Maintenance
- Employee Recognition Process
- Maintenance Item Tracking
- Management Reporting
- Incident Reporting and Investigation
- Regulatory Permit Management
- Behavior Based Safety Practices
- Customizable Inspection Forms
- Virtual Filing System
- Safety Meeting Topics
- Compliance Calendar
- Incident Alert System
- DOT Driver Qualification File Management
- Equipment/Fleet Tracking

**GET ORGANIZED · STAY IN COMPLIANCE · DO IT RIGHT**  
www.ehsmomentum.com

---
Sequoia Global Inc.
rohit.joshi@sequoia-global.com
704 780-1089
Vacuum distillation, hydrotreating, regenerative adsorption technologies for recycling of used lubricating oils, transformer oils, waste antifreeze/coolants and waste fuels.

SESCO
jstout@sesco-inc.com
260 422-1671
SESCO has become the preferred source for oil purification, regeneration, and fluid conditioning equipment. Its reputation has been built from a foundation of solid engineering, quality manufacturing, and a commitment to customer support and service.

SpillTech
robit@spilltech.com
800 228-3877
Absorbents, Spill Kits, Containment

Strategic Transportation Resources
Inc
robert@strlogisticsolutions.com
226 979-5890
Tank trailer leasing and financing

Summit Environmental Technologies
lpachecoset@aol.com
615 794-9437
Full service QAQC environmental laboratory. Emphasis and experience with liquid recycling and environmental service industries. Nelac and AZLA ISO certifications.

Sweet Gazoil Inc.
louisbertrand10@gmail.com
514 502-5098
Engineering solutions tailored to meet your used/waste oil processing needs. Improve current operations or design turnkey plants. Based on 15 patents, the hybrid process profitably treats used/waste oils and VTAE to make environmentally friendly products.

Tensile Capital Management
vviros@tensilecapital.com
415 830-8176
Investment Management

The Penray Companies
wpeinhardt@penray.com
800 323-6329
Antifreeze Inhibitors

Lab Services For Suppliers

CARBON CREDITS FOR SPENT OIL
Permitted TSD Facility - NEW!
Unlimited PCB Concentrations - NEW!
Best Demonstrated Technology For Sustainability

Transform your oil for good™

Hydrodec of North America, LLC.
2021 Steinway Boulevard, S.E.
Canton, Ohio 44707
Phone: (330) 409-8676
Email: cynthia.repasky@hydrodec.com
Web: www.hydrodec.com
Ultragen is a multi-disciplinary engineering firm & UMO specialists. We are engaged in all phases of a project, Aós life cycle. We can develop process flow sheets, heat & material balances, plant layouts, & detailed cost estimates.

Thermopac Process Engineering LLP
gm@thermopac.in
91 22-2617-8080

Titan Logix Corp.
mikes@titanlogix.com
780 462-4085

Transcourt Tank Leasing Inc.
s.rogers@transcourt.com
773 800-2617
Transcourt provides leasing and long-term rental solutions for the liquid and dry bulk tanker market. Our fleet includes new and used stainless steel chemical trailers, aluminum crude oil and petroleum tankers, pneumatic dry bulkers and propane/LPG units.

Trihydro Corporation
grisse@trihydro.com
678 428-5308
Trihydro is an engineering and environmental firm offering due diligence; air & wastewater design/ops; multi-media permitting, compliance audits; soil & groundwater assessment/remediation services to NORA member industries.

When Choosing Your Lab...

Don’t Play Around!

Summit
ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
Analytical Laboratories

Contact: Larry Pacheco 877 299 0563 • Michael Pacheco 615 720 7568

Truck Works LLC
hdickinson@truckworksllc.com
602 233-3713
Manufacturer of tanker trucks. Turnkey units, installs, refurb and retank options. Customizable and build to order.

Uni-ram Corporation
jay@uniram.com
800 417-9133
Recycling parts washers, spray gun cleaners, solvent recyclers

WasteBits
dpatterson@wastebits.com
330 842-6799
Online waste management platform

WC Leasing
ggordon@wcleasing.com
601 414-2030

Werts Welding & Tank Service, Inc.
bruce@wertswelding.com
618 254-6967
Transportation tanks and trucks and all related parts and equipment. Pumps, hoses, fittings and valves. 8 locations across the USA.

XL Insurance, Division of AXA
matthew.gartner@axaxl.com
610 968-9294
The environmental division of the XL Insurance companies offers integrated environmental risk management solutions through insurance, loss control and claims management to leading businesses.

Zurich
steven.goebner@zurichna.com
215 300-9122
Zurich’s Environmental unit helps businesses navigate the ever-changing world of environmental risk. Zurich provides easy-to-understand environmental insurance solutions that can be customized to help meet customers’ needs for today and the future.
At Vertex Energy, our focus is simple. We believe the best way to ensure a stronger future is by bringing stability to an uncertain market. That’s why we’ve been collecting, recycling and re-refining used motor oil and other petroleum co-product streams since 2001. By constantly adapting to a changing world, we’re equipped to deliver new and better ways to reduce our dependence on foreign oil.

To learn how we’re Producing Tomorrow’s Energy, visit us at VertexEnergy.com.
Contact us: 866-660-8156
Clor-D-Tect 1000®
TOTAL CHLORINE IN USED OIL
YES/NO AT 1000 PPM
RESULTS IN 5 MINUTES
US EPA SW-846, Method 9077
ASTM Method D-5384

Clor-D-Tect Q4000®
QUANTITATIVE TEST FOR
CHLORINE IN USED OIL
RANGE: 200-4000 PPM
RESULTS IN 5 MINUTES
US EPA SW-846, Method 9077
ASTM Method D-5384

HydroSCOUT®
WATER IN OIL ANALYSIS
RANGE: 0-100%
RESULTS IN 5 MINUTES
US EPA SW-846, DRAFT METHOD 9001

FAST RESULTS
Dependable Tools for Testing Used Oil

203.288.3509 | WWW.DEXSIL.COM